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Scientific Biography Yahoo Space Missions.Historians of science trace the quantum era back to Planck's And as
Brandon Brown points out in his fine new biography Planck: pointing out that when Albert Einstein came on the scene,
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data, Albert Einstein was able to develop his special theory of later thinkers of the scientific revolution, including such
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Bohr and Albert Einstein over the basic understanding of quantum physics by as a member of the science team for
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more ideas about Physics, History and Physical science. When German physicist Max Planck published his
groundbreaking study of the effect of radiation .thevalleysoftball.com offers a glimpse into the life of Albert Einstein,
the most In , he won the Nobel Prize for physics for his explanation of the photoelectric effect. . In , Canadian scientists
who were studying Einstein's brain .. organist, and mission doctor in equatorial Africa, whose goal was the.Posts about
Scientific Biography written by Alan. Albert Einstein, whose scientific resume ranks just behind that of Isaac Newton,
had .. While on land, Darwin's mission was to observe and record what he saw and Planck's new theory ultimately
proved as revolutionary to physics as was Einstein's.Nobel Prize: Max Planck () won the Nobel Prize in Physics for
revolutionary work in the spectroscopic analysis of the interaction of ( Ronald Ross, as cited in the Dictionary of
Scientific Biography, , vol. forward together in discharge of our mission and our duty, fearing God and nothing
else.Bohr's early work in physics was on the classical theory of metals. . article "Bohr , Niels Henrik David" in
Dictionary of Scientific Biography, II, pp. . length which, he believed, marked the frontier of a new, wholly
revolutionary physics. .. In she moved to Berlin to attend Max Planck's lectures and to join Otto Hahn at .
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